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ABSTRACT
The CTA-5006 (Common Media Server Data, CMSD) specification
establishes a uniform method for media servers to exchange data
with each media object response. The aim is to enhance distribution
efficiency, performance, and ultimately, the user experience. We
provide an overview of CMSD implementations and focus on
integrating CMSD into the dash.js reference player. Three use
cases are evaluated to demonstrate the advantages of CMSD,
including leveraging edge server throughput estimates to improve
initial bitrate selection and low-latency live streaming, prefetching
manifests and segments to improve startup delay, and allowing an
edge server to suggest a playback bitrate to improve the collective
experience. The outcomes from the initial implementations confirm
the benefits of using CMSD.
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OVERVIEW
The Consumer Technology Association (CTA)’s Web Application
Video Ecosystem (WAVE) project released CTA-5006 - Common
Media Server Data (CMSD) [10] in Nov. 2022. This specification
defines a standard means by which every media server (origin
and intermediate) can communicate data with each media object
response and have it received and processed consistently by
every intermediary and media player to improve the efficiency
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and performance of distribution, and ultimately, the quality of
experience (QoE) enjoyed by the users.

This paper presents an overview of CMSD implementations
(media players and servers) and evaluations based on these
implementations. From the media player, dash.js, the reference
player of the DASH Industry Forum [12], has been updated to
support CMSD by interpreting the two HTTP response headers
defined in the specification: CMSD-Static and CMSD-Dynamic.
This follows the already existing implementation of CommonMedia
Client Data (CMCD) [11] in dash.js [5, 7, 14, 16, 18]. The integration
of CMSD into dash.js enables communication from servers to media
players and to evaluate different optimization opportunities [4].

The first use case we evaluate is leveraging edge server
throughput estimates (etp) to improve the selection of the
initial bitrate. A media player’s rate-adaptation algorithm often
conservatively selects lower bitrates at the startup due to the lack
of throughput information. At the startup phase, an estimated
throughput value can hint an appropriate starting bitrate level
allowing the player to experience higher quality sooner. After
the startup phase, the throughput estimates can be combined
with player-side throughput estimations to make rate-adaptation
decisions more accurate.

Server-side throughput estimation can also be used for the
entire playback session to improve the rate-adaptation algorithms,
specifically for low-latency streams based on chunked transfer
encoding [6]. The bandwidth estimation at the server side uses
the transport layer’s congestion control layer, leading to more
precise estimates. The results obtained in [1, 9] illustrate that
the server-side estimated throughput is accurate with respect to
the effective available shaped bandwidth, while the client-side
throughput calculation may overestimate the available bandwidth.

The second use case we evaluate is prefetching of manifests,
playlists and segments between the origin and edge server using
the next object response (nor) key. This potentially reduces the
media player’s startup delay and improves its average quality.

The third use case we investigate is allowing an edge server to
signal a suggested playback bitrate to improve the collective QoE.
This is accomplished using the max suggested bitrate (mb) key. As
a result, all media players receiving this information voluntarily
reduce their total bitrate to the value indicated by this key. We
confirm that an individual dash.js player honors the requested
bitrate level. A cohort of competing dash.js players on a throughput-
constrained network [2] also achieves a better aggregate QoE by
complying with the (mb) instructions. Related research in this area
are [3, 8, 13, 15, 17].
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